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Lovin A Hood Boyâ€œLove, Lies & Painâ€•Welcome to the cold streets of Philly. The city of brotherly
love. Where shootings occur every night, and bodies drop like flies. A city where trapping is the
norm, and high inspirations to make it out of the hood is nonexistent. A city where you either roll or
get rolled over!Born five minutes apart Rasheed and Raheem were identical twins. Growing up in
one of the roughest housing projects in the city the twins seen a lot at a young age. Groomed to be
bosses at an early age by their father Big Brody who was a boss in his own right, it was already
written in stone the path the twins would take in life. But when Big Brody gets gunned down
everything changes. The twins and their younger sister is shipped to their aunt house under the
care of the very man who took their mother and fathers life. Unbeknownst to the twins that Skip was
the one who killed their parents they gravitated to Skip, and looked up to him. But with Skip being
the snake that he is his intentions was to use the twins to do his dirty work in the streets, and keep
the twins two steps below him. But the twins had plans of their own and that was to take the game
to a level that few far in between has reached. Working for Skip all of their lives wasnâ€™t part of
their plan.Regg who was Skip's partner in crime was arrested for the murder of Big Brody and his
wife and received a life sentence. With him and Skip being like brothers Regg had no doubt in his
mind that Skip would ride this bid out with him. But with Skip being the snake that he was he turned
his back on Regg as soon as the cuffs was on Regg's wrist. As time went on not a money order nor
a letter did Regg receive from his so-called best friend Skip. He utilized his time devising a plan to
get back at Skip for all the snake shit he did. But will his master plan work or back fire in his face?
Nisha has loved Skips as long as she could remember but the bigger he got the more he changed.
She finds herself sleeping alone most nights and frankly she has gotten sick of it. She meets some
guy and he tells her he can treat her better than Skip can. Will she fall for someone else or will she
remain loyal to her one and only true love. Rasheedah has found the man of her dreams but she
has to keep it a secret because she's not sure how her brothers may feel. She ends up pregnant
which leads to a secret being revealed so big it will tear there entire family apart. The twins are
trying to take over the game while maintaining there love lives but will it be to much for them to
handle? Will the streets pull them completely in or will they lose the women they love because of
greed. When everything unfolds and the truth about the killing of Brody and Treece comes out all
hell breaks loose. The twins go after Skip with everything they got. At the same time Regg
unleashes his plan and send his lil homie at Skip. But Skip refuses to go out so easy and an all-out
war breaks out with Skips wife Nisha and the twins sister Rasheedah caught in the middle.Who will
come out on top? Will Skip and his grimy ways out maneuver the twins and Regg? Or will the twins

finally get revenge on Skip for killing their parents?Put your seat belts on and stay strapped in
because youâ€™re sure to go on a ride full of twist, turns and plots that'll have you turning page
after page...
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Wow this is my first book from this author.....This book grabbed me from the beginning til the end..I
jus cannot believe skip...he was horrible person and did some messed up stuff to ppl...I wish the
twins & sheddea didnt go thru what they went thru..Nisha was messed up person to..and I hated the
twins ended up in prisonðŸ˜•I wished we could find out what happened with Dion & Regg&
cinnmon...left us hanging but overall it was a good book lots of drama was full speed...grt job from
the author lookin to read moreðŸ˜Š

New author new book lots of drama I guess lovin a hood boy causes drama every character has
their issues overall good book will purchase from this author again
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